The virtual assets will always belong to you
Decentralization
the turning point of the era of virtual assets
We use blockchain-decentralization technology
Let all virtual world property always belong to the user individual
It will not be lost because the development company or game company stops serving
All of your virtual world assets will remain in the blockchain forever and will always be your own

Decentralize
This is a technological revolution, not just for us
We need you join

Break boundaries and share the ecological world
VirturlGameCoin Decentralized Internet Eco-Community is an Internet industry community composed of Internet
entertainment industry elites.
The VGC Community Experiment uses IPFS interstellar file storage technology to seamlessly connect users with
application developers around the world by building decentralized Internet application platforms and VGCs, allowing
developers to publish their work to users around the world through VGC Ecology. Users can use VGC to pay developers and
trade with each other within the web app. All decisions are made by all community participants and aim to build a
secure and highly decentralized Internet ecosystem that is all developers and users.

Only good ecological models can not be monopolized
In the network ecology, there should be only two roles,
user and developer

User
First

Corporate
Value

Breaking the established pattern of the Internet
allows the world to interact and integrate

Breaking the boundaries of international network applications
Break the network control boundary
Break the monopoly of giants
Break down software/platform/content boundaries

VGC
Throughout the network ecology
Decentralized Internet nerve center across network terminals

VGC
Decentralize

The VirtualGameCoin community hopes to seamlessly connect users to app developers
around the world through decentralized Internet community platforms and token VGC,
allowing developers to distribute their work to users around the world for free
through community ecology, without worrying about being drawn from any platform
and being monopolized/maliciously suppressed by large competitors. While enjoying
online application facilities and services, players can pay developers and trade
with each other through VGC. All decisions are made by all community participants
and are designed to create an Internet community infrastructure that is all
developers and users at the centre of security and high degree of decentralization.
Starting with eco-applications within the VGC community, VirtualGameCoin will
gradually become a common token for online transactions and payments in the
Internet industry.
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VGC
Ecological model

Six decentrized ecology
Bid for various monopoly groups

VCore Miners' tools – Participating users mine for free to obtain VGC coins for special tools

VPay Payment platform – Payment platform for underlying Alipay/WePay/Paypal, fast real-time transfer
transaction payment in blockchain digital currency
VSteam Application market – Fully decentralized app release/download market for all types of Android
applications in the standard IOS-AppStore market, without any draw, without any audits that allow
applications around the world to seamlessly connect to VGC eco-users
VShop Online marketplace – Fully decentralized, no pumping, unaudited blockchain online marketplace,
where users worldwide can freely trade within VShop and pay via VPay
VChat Private chat tool – Secure, private chat tools built with blockchain technology eliminate the need
to worry about being monitored by any organization or individual
VSwap – Decentralized exchanges, convenient and fast C2C trading and coin trading

Strong cooperation
In cooperation with IPFS King Project FIL
VGC ecology is deployed using FIL decentralized storage technology

VGC

FIL

VirtualGameCoin It is a token running on the wave field TRC20 chain, which guarantees the
safety and reliability of the token through the stable block technology of the wave field

Name：VGC（VirturlGameCoin）

Total circulation：1,000,000,000
Chain：TRC20

Token：【TRC20】TLQRG1vajqi3CiH27tHQNNjnK4dAMb4s3v

VGC TRC20

Coin rules:
The VGC EcoLab Fund reserves 20% for VGC EcoLab construction and VGC community
ecological development, while the remaining 80% VGC is distributed free of charge to
global participants/users and community contributors by mining through the mine tool's
built-in contribution algorithm.
Any organization or individual can participate, except for the EcoLab Fund reserved
for future VGC ecological development, the research and development team and the founding
members of the community do not reserve VGC, can not dump VGC to the community. Founding
members and research and development volunteers, all of whom can only obtain VGC by
participating in the purchase/delivery of application services.

